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1987. An accordion-fold, rigid panel

A folding panel retractable insulation system for greenhouses, made from rigid insulation panels of high insulation
value, was developed and tested. The effects oftheinsulation system onenergy consumption andcropproductivity were
monitored and evaluated.

INTRODUCTION

When this project was started in 1979,
numerous film-type thermal curtain mate
rials for greenhouses (Blom et al., 1978)
were commercially available with adver
tised fuel saving claims up to 60%. A
system of moveable, hinged panels of
insulating material suspended over the
greenhouse crop offers the possibilities of
high nighttime thermal resistance com
bined with longevity factors not usually
found in film-type thermal blanket systems.

The objective of this project was to
develop and test a retractable insulation
system with significantly higher fuel sav
ings than the commercially available ther
mal curtain systems. The system was to
have a minimum insulation value of

RSI 1.44 with a potential fuel saving of up
to 90% for a single-glazed glass green
house.

Initially, two insulation system concepts
were considered: a roll-up, multi-layer, air-
inflated blanket with a reflective surface on

each layer and an accordion-fold, rigid
panel system with a reflective surface on
each side of the insulation panel. The panel
system was selected for development and
testing because of (1) expected durability
and (2) reliability limitations with the
multi-layer system.

System Description
The panel system was installed in a free

standing 18.2 x 10.9-m greenhouse
glazed with a double acrylic material,
except for the lower portion of the walls
which was cement asbestos board. The

panels were aluminum foil covered poly-
isocyanurate foam (RSI 1.44) 32 mm
thick, 2600 mm long x 360 mm wide.
They were hinged together in groups of 10
suspended from cables and moved hori
zontally from truss to truss (Fig. 1).
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Figure 1. Thermal blanket arrangement in the greenhouse.

Each panel group was anchored at one
end to a truss, all other panels being free to
move along the support cable (Fig. 2). The
panels were moved by a second cable sys
tem and winding shaft. In the experimental
house the panels were arranged in bays —
five bays comprising the length of the
structure. There were three panel groups in
each bay to cover the width of the green
house.

The panels were sealed to one another
by flexible seals incorporated in the panel
framing (Fig. 3). These seals also
extended to cover the gap between the
panel groups. The inter-bay sealing and
the perimeter seals were inflatable poly
tubes (Fig. 2) which were only inflated
once the curtain was in place.

The entire system was run automatically
from a programmable clock. Cycle end
(i.e. open, closed) was by means of SPDT

limit switches. The seal was inflated by a
small blower which ran constantly when
the seals were in use.

Also included in the control system was
a snow sensor which automatically caused
the panels to open as snow began to collect
on the roof, thus allowing normal snow
melting to take place.

DESIGN, MANUFACTURE AND
INSTALLATION

Site Constraints

The greenhouse studied was divided by
trusses spaced at 3.7 m into five bays. Eave
height was 2.7 m. Crop support trusses ran
from column to column just below eave
height. Since substantial loads were gener
ated by the panel system, the preferred
direction for the system to run was across
the house, since the horizontal loads could
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Figure 2. Section through panel system.
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Figure 3. Panel joint.

then be carried by the column, and roof
trusses. Due to the width of the panels and
the fact that they had to hang vertically
when stored, the space between the roof
trusses and the crop support trusses was
too small to accept the panels. In order to
run the system across the house the panels
would have had to seal to the crop support
trusses at their inter-bay joint. In addition,
intergroup seals would need to be arranged
on a panel-to-panel basis which would be
difficult, since some panel groups could
only be anchored at their ends. Thus, it
was decided to run the panels lengthwise
with the loads to be carried by the end
walls, which subsequently had to be
strengthened by the addition of two extra
diagonals in each end bay, thereby trans
ferring the winding and gravity loads to the
roof structure. Sealing of the panels was,
however, much simpler since each group
extended only 3.7 m. Anchoring points

were provided by the end walls and crop
support trusses and solid surfaces for seals
were provided all around the panel groups.

Panel Design
The panel groups were suspended on a

cable along which they also rolled to
extend or close (Fig. 2). Movement
(0.46 m/min) was provided by a low-
speed winding shaft and endless drive
cable attached to the leading panel in each
group. The shaft was driven by a con
ventional fractional horsepower motor and
gearbox.

The panels were framed all around with
a vinyl channel which had a provision for
an interpanel seal. Hinging was by means
of small steel butt hinges riveted in place to
the panel frame.

The hanging and rolling hardware was
in the form of two nesting hooks with a
captive roller. The hooks were required to

provide some means of support for the
panel groups during installation. The
entire panel group was hung on the cable,
awaiting attachment to its neighbor.
Attachment of one group to another was
accomplished by dropping a female hook
over the adjoining male hook and securing
the roller shaft to the female with a spring
nut (Fig. 3).

Control System
The control system was a conventional

mechanical/electrical system which
worked reliably.

The initial system signal was created by
a programmable clock which determined
the length of time the blanket was open or
closed. Cycle shut-down was provided by
limit switches operated by the leading
panel. The close (blanket in place) limit
also operated the blower which inflated the
perimeter and inter-bay seals. Since all
bays were similar only one set of limits was
required. These were located in the bay
closest to the drive motor for wiring
economy.

Since snow loads could build up rapidly
in a greenhouse with this blanket in place,
a snow sensor was provided in the roof of
the structure to over-ride the clock and

provide an open signal to retract the
blanket under heavy snow conditions. The
snow sensor was a rotating vane with a slip
clutch. Any resistance to free movement of
the vane caused the clutch to slip closing
the control circuit. Very little load against
the vane was required to activate the mech
anism. In fact it was overly sensitive,
retracting the blanket for the night when
the snow accumulation perhaps did not
warrant it. The control system did not
provide for re-deployment of the curtain
once the snow load had been melted off,
thus once the curtain was opened it stayed
open until the next closing clock signal
(i.e. the following evening) unless the cir
cuit was manually reset.

Fail-safe protection against mechanical
overload of the system was provided by
sizing the overload heaters in the main
motor switch well below normal values.

Maximum current in the system was read
under normal operating conditions (in this
case about 2 amps) and the heaters sized
only about 20% above this figure. Normal
practice would dictate protection based on
the maximum rated current of the motor or

5.8 amps at 115V.

OPERATION AND MONITORING

RESULTS

Operation
The system was first placed into opera

tion in February 1981. It operated under
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manual control for a short period but a
mechanical malfunction occurred, result
ing in a drive cable breaking. The system
was then shut down until November 1981
to complete the necessary modifications.
During this period, six safety support
cables were added underneath the cable as

a precaution against cable breakage. The
fail-safe system for mechanical overloads
was also installed at this time.

The system was operated from January
to April 1982. It was inspected from time
to time and appeared to be mechanically
sound. No breakdowns were experienced
in this period, nor were any adjustments
made.

Thermal Monitoring
During the monitoring period, gas con

sumption readings were taken daily from
the test house and from a second house,
which, although of different construction,
had roughly the same gas consumption
pattern and was used as a control for the
purposes of comparison. The control
house was a two-bay double poly house
with the same general dimensions as the
test house. Both houses had similar crops
and the temperature set points were the
same.

The curtain was operated on a cycle of
12h open and 12h closed from 31 Dec. to
9 Feb. During this period, the control and
test houses consumed 126 800 and

97 500 m3 of natural gas, respectively; the
test house using 23% less than the control
house.

From 10 to 28 Feb., the curtain was not
used. During this period, the control and
test houses consumed 47 000 and

51 600 m3 of natural gas, respectively; the
testhouse using 10% more than the control
house.

Interpretation of Results
The above results require interpretation

in order to determine the true effect of the

curtain system.

(a) Similarity of the control and test
houses. Since the test house consumed

10% more natural gas than the control
house when the thermal curtain was not

deployed, then the amount of gas the test
house would have consumed during the
period 31 Dec. to 9 Feb. without the cur
tain would have been 139 480 m3 (1.1 x
126 800m3). Thustheactual heatsaving in
the test house was 30%.

(b) Insulated portion of the test house.
Only the roof area of the test house was
insulated; thus, all heat savings could be
attributed to the roof area. In order to deter
mine the roof heat saving, one needs to

knowthe natural gasconsumedto makeup
for roof heat losses with and without the
thermal curtain for the same test period. If
one calculates the heat loss rates for the
total greenhouse and the roof area only,
one can determine the actual roof heat
saving.

Using the method described by Blom et
al. (1978), the heat loss rates for the test
house without curtains were calculated to
be 56 700 and 28 900 W, respectively, for
the total greenhouse and the roof area
only. The roof area heat losses were 51%
of the total losses. Thus, for the test house
without curtains, 71135 m3 (0.51 x
139 480 m3) of natural gas would be
required for heat losses through the roof
and 68 345 m3 (0.49 x 139480 m3) for
wall heat losses.

For the test house with the curtains

deployed, the natural gas requiredfor wall
heat losses is the same (68 345 m3) as for
the test house without the curtains de

ployed, while for the roof area 29 155 m3
(97 500 - 68 345) would be required.
Thus the reduction in roof heat losses due

to the curtain was estimated to be:

= ((71135 - 29155) x 100)/71 135

(c) Efficiency of insulation system.
With a thermal barrier such as the accor

dion-fold system, the efficiency of the
insulation system can be determined if one
knows the actual (measured) and the theo
retical (calculated) heat savings. The theo
retical heat saving due to this insulation
panel was estimated to be:

RSI panels x 100 (
RSI panels + RSI roof

1.44 x 100

1.44 + 0.32

Thus, the efficiency of the system

_ actual heat saving
x 100%

theoretical heat saving

= 59 x 100

(1)

82

= 72%

Crop Productivity
When in the stored position, each panel

section folded to about a 600-mm width.

Since there was a panel section in all of the
3.7-m bays, the stored panels reduced the
transparent roof area for light transmission
by at least 16%.

The productivity of a spring and a fall
crop of tomatoes was monitored in the test
house with the panel system. The yield of
tomato plants located under the stored pan
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els (in their shadow) was compared to the
yield of plants located between the shad
ows. Plants in the panelshadow had yield
reductions of 15and 12%for the spring and
fall crops, respectively.

Condensation on the Attic Side of the
Panels

Condensation forming on the roof and
fallingon thermalblanketsystems canbe a
problem with impermeable film systems.
No ice or water loading on the panels or
dripping on the crop was noticeable with
the accordion-fold system. This was in
consistent with the efficiency achieved as
some condensation should have occurred
because of the apparent leakiness of the
panel seals. Twopossibilities may explain
the situation:

(a) Condensation occurring on the roof
of the greenhouse ran back to the eave of
the structure where it then ran down the
wall behind the perimeter seals or was
carried by the eave members to the corners
and did not fall on the panels.

(b) The heat loss calculation done for
the greenhouse assumed infiltration at the
rate of one air change per hour. There were
two large (1050mm) louvered ventilating
fans in the house which could have leaked
under gusty wind conditions or whenever
the heating blowers were running. The
infiltration rate may have been under
estimated.

ESTIMATED SYSTEM COST AND

PAYBACKS FOR COMMERCIAL-

SIZE GREENHOUSES

It was estimated that in 1981 the accor

dion-fold system would have cost about
$40.00/m2 installed. It was further esti
mated that the heating cost in Southern
Ontario for a large double poly house for
year round operation wasabout $9.00/m2
annually and for a large glass range was
$12.00/m2. The payback periods as a
result of installing the panel system in two
similar greenhouses, one glazed with double
poly and the other with glass, was esti
mated as follows.

The calculated heat loss in either case is

given by:

Qt = Qc + Qa (2)

where Qc = losses due to conduction,
convection and radiation = U x A x At

and QA = losses due to infiltration =
0.373 x M x At where U = overall heat

transfer coefficient of glazing material
(W/(m2 x K)) — glass = 6.45, double
poly = 5.0; A = surface area under con
sideration (m2); At = temperature dif
ference between inside and outside air

(°K); and M = volume of air in that part of
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the structure under consideration x the
numberof air changes per hour (m3/h).Air
changes per hour for double poly were
taken as 0.5 and for glass as 1.5.

From the above, assuming all surfaces
to be glazed either with double poly or
glass and ignoring perimeter losses, the
ratio

roof heat loss

total heat loss

Or

Qt

was calculated for two similar ranges
4000m2 in size (64.8 m x 61.8 m), both
gutter connected with 3-m-high sidewalls.

For double poly

For glass

Or

Qt
=r = 0.85

=r = 0.85
Or

These represented that portion of the
total heat loss in each range over which the
accordion-fold system would have an
effect.

From Eq. (1), the estimated theoretical
reduction in heat losses through the roof
area of these double poly and glass ranges
were:

for double poly

= 1.44 x 100
= 88%

1.44 + 0.200

for glass

= 1.44 x 100

1.44 + 0.155
90%

Simple payback

system cost

annual system saving
years

76

Annual system saving = annual fuel
cost x portion of heat loss through area to
be insulated by curtain x theoretical sav
ingforinsulated area x system efficiency.

(a) For double poly

Payback =

40.00

9.00 x 0.85 x 0.88 x 0.72

(b) For glass

Payback =

40.00

12.00 x 0.85 x 0.90 x 0.72

8.3 yr

6.1 yr

CONCLUSIONS
(a) The system was marginal at best,

because estimated paybacks were greater
than 5 yr.

(b) The system was complex and diffi
cult to fabricate because it consisted of

numerous, relatively small pieces each of
which had to be joined in an air-tightman
ner to its neighbor. Air leakage at inter-
panel and perimeter seals seemed to be the
reason why actual energy savings were
less than theoretical energy savings. In
addition, long-term reliability, one of the
original attractions of the system, may be
compromised by its complexity.

(c) Shading under the stored panels
caused unacceptable reductions in crop
productivity.

RECOMMENDATIONS
This system as tested could probably

provide energy savings in double poly

houses in the area of60% and perhapswith
some improvements, up to 80%. The cur
rent single-layer film curtains give savings
in the 30% range — thus the accordion-
fold does represent some progress. Its use,
however, is not justified from a strictly
business standpoint due to itshigh cost and
unacceptable shading. At present it is
more logical to seek savings in areas such
as handling systems of various types,
changing crop types and duration, plus a
general tightening of both physical plant
and operation to optimize returns as well
as offset increases in fuel costs. However,
the emphasis may eventually shift from
strictly business considerations to that of
saving fuel as a national need.

In the meantime, the accordion-fold
system is not yet cost effective, and further
development at present is not justified.
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